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Introduction
The remarkable early Oligocene flora fossilized in the
sediments of the Tard Clay Formation is one of the most
significant fossil floras of Hungary. Plant remains were
found partly in the Óbuda region of Budapest, in abandoned
clay pits of former brickyards, in the course of building
operations, and drillings for underground constructions, and
partly in the sediments of the Kiseged Hill, near Eger, which
became well-known as Eger-Kiseged in the relevant palaeo-
botanical papers.
Although, the investigation of the well-preserved and
highly diverse flora started as early as the 1940s, the numer-
ous, both exotic and extinct species and genera are still raising
many questions even nowadays. The flora flourishing in the
early Oligocene was composed of ancient, “palaeotropical”
elements including various thermophilous, partly lauraceous
taxa which are related to species confined to subtropical,
tropical regions today. These genera and species are often
unidentifiable based solely on macromorphological traits
since many characters are shared by various, often unrelated
taxa. This is the main reason for uncertainties regarding the
composition of the flora and conclusions based on mis-
identified plant remains in the former decades.
The fossil flora yielded by the localities in Budapest was
studied first by GÁBOR ANDREÁNSZKY and KLÁRA RÁSKY.
ANDREÁNSZKY (1963) mentioned many species from the
Budapest — Batthyány Square, and the Bohn brickyard in
Óbuda. Subsequently, PÁLFALVY (1978) described partly
new taxa from the drill cores B1 and B2. Fossil plants from
the Budaújlak brickyard in Óbuda were published by
ANDREÁNSZKY (1949, 1952, 1956, 1959, 1965a), ANDREÁNSZY
& NOVÁK (1957), VARGA (1956), and later by PÁLFALVY
(1981). The flora of the Csillaghegy brickyard in Óbuda was
presented in novel papers by RÁSKY (1943), VARGA (1956),
and ANDREÁNSZKY (1959, 1963, 1965a). Plant remains
found in the course of constructional works in Kapás Street
and Moszkva Square (now Széll Kálmán Square) were
studied by PÁLFALVY (1978). The flora of the Szépvölgyi
Street and Nagybátony-Újlak brickyard in Budapest were
initially investigated exclusively by RÁSKY (1943, 1950,
1956, 1962, 1965). Fossil remains excavated somewhat later,
in the course of drillings for underground constructions
from the Vörösvári Street and from the Kiscell–1 borehole
were published by HABLY (1979, 1985a, 1986). In addition to
the localities in Budapest the flora of Eger-Kiseged turned
out to be significant and was published by ANDREÁNSZKY
and his students (ANDREÁNSZKY 1949, 1951, 1954, 1955,
1956, 1959, 1964, 1965b, 1967a, b, NOVÁK 1950, ANDREÁNSZKY
& NOVÁK 1957, ANDREÁNSZKY & CZIFFERY 1964). 
Although, numerous papers have been published on the
systematic study of most of the localities, many questions
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have not been resolved mainly due to the diverse floristic
spectrum comprising many extinct as well as exotic flora
elements. Numerous form genera were established with
uncertain or unresolved botanical affinities; therefore the
ecological and climatological requirements of these taxa are
not available for environmental, ecological and climat-
ological reconstructions.
The vast development of microscopic methods applied
in cuticular examinations helped to resolve many taxono-
mical and systematical questions in the last decades. The
application of microscopes capable of higher magnifica-
tions, the more thorough and detailed taxonomical studies
as well as the higher number of research papers serving as
a basis for comparisons all helped to enhance our
knowledge on the fossil floras including the Oligocene
ones. Furthermore, some unique findings, for instance the
organic attachment of leaves and fruits on the same twig
providing direct evidence of their systematic relation (e.g
Cedrelospermum in MANCHESTER 1989), served as a
supplement for systematic studies. These all promoted the
taxonomical revision of many formerly published findings
and the investigation of new outcrops as well as numerous
unstudied plant remains stored in museum collections.
This paper provides a summary of the latest results in the
field of studies of the Tard Clay floras highlighting
conclusions of systematic, palaeoclimate and palaeo-
ecological analyses.
Material and methods
The fossil flora of the Tard Clay Formation is one of the
best dated assemblages in Hungary. The marine or even
brackish sediments contain rich nannoflora assemblages.
According to the nannoplankton examinations (NAGYMAROSY
& BÁLDI-BEKE 1988) the Tard Clay Formation belongs to
the nannoplankton zones NP 21–23. Three levels of the Tard
Clay Formation — lower, middle and upper — are
distinguished (BÁLDI 1980, BÁLDI et al. 1984). Most of the
plant-bearing layers belong to the upper level. Besides plant
remains, skeletons of small fishes and fish scales are also
common in the fossiliferous sediments.
Preservation of fossils from localities in Budapest
(Budapest, Óbuda: Nagybátony-Újlak brickyard, Csillag-
hegy brickyard, Szépvölgy brickyard, Bohn brickyard,
Kiscell brickyard, Vörösvári Street, Bécsi Street; Budapest:
Budaújlak, Kiscell–1 borehole) enabled cuticular exami-
nations but in some rare cases specimens from the Eger-
Kiseged flora were also suitable for micromorphological
analyses. Morphometric analyses were also helpful in
resolving some taxonomical problems. Recent research
activities have focussed mainly on revealing the botanical
affinities of fossil genera in order to provide more realistic
ecological and climate reconstructions. Abbreviations: BP
—Hungarian Natural History Museum, Botanical Depart-
ment, Palaeobotanical Collection
The fossil flora of the 
Tard Clay Formation
The list provided here is an account of those taxa that
contributed with essential information to the systematics of
the Tard Clay floras. The relations, distribution, floristic
significance, and climate indicator value of these taxa are
shortly discussed in the next chapter. In addition to the
references of the species, the synonym lists include data




2002a Ceratozamia floersheimensis (ENGELHARDT) KVAČEK;
KVAČEK, p. 305, figs 7–9, 19–21.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 2000.75.1., 
Doliostrobus taxiformis (STERNBERG) KVAČEK var.
hungaricus (RÁSKY) KVAČEK & HABLY
1833 Cystoseirites taxiformis STERNBERG; STERNBERG, p. 35, pl. 18,
figs 1–3.
1943 Sequoia sternbergii GÖPPERT; RÁSKY, p. 510, pl. 13, fig. 8, pl.
22, fig. 1.
1943 Araucaria hungarica RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 524, pl. 21, figs 3–4.
1968 Doliostrobus hungaricus (RÁSKY) BŮžEK, HOLÝ & KVAČEK;
BŮžEK, HOLÝ & KVAČEK, p.155.
1979 Doliostrobus hungaricus (RÁSKY) BŮžEK, HOLÝ &KVAČEK;
HABLY, p. 39, pl. 1, fig. 4, pl. 2, figs 3, 6, 
1992a Doliostrobus certus BŮžEK, HOLÝ & KVAČEK; HABLY, p.
371, pl. 1, fig. 3.
1998 Doliostrobus taxiformis (STERNBERG) KVAČEK var.
hungaricus (RÁSKY) KVAČEK & HABLY; KVAČEK & HABLY, p.
6, pl. 1, figs 1–2.
2002b Doliostrobus taxiformis (STERNBERG) Z. KVAČEK var.
hungaricus (RÁSKY) KVAČEK & HABLY; KVAČEK, p. 54.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, bore-
holes H: BP 78.108.2., 78.115., 78.190., 78.342.1., Eger-
Kiseged: BP 97.132.1., 97.133.1., 97.134.1.
Chamaecyparites hardtii (GÖPPERT) 
ENDLICHER
1950 Sequoia Sternbergii (GÖPPERT) HEER; NOVÁK, p. 52, pl. 1, fig.
7.
1971 Chamaecyparites hardtii (GÖPPERT) ENDLICHER; KVAČEK,
pp. 115–126, pl. 31, fig. 21, pl. 32,. fig. 8.
1979 Doliostrobus hungaricus (RÁSKY) BŮžEK, HOLÝ & KVAČEK;
HABLY, pl. 1, fig. 4, pl. 2, fig. 6.
1992a Chamaecyparites hardtii (GÖPPERT) ENDLICHER; HABLY, p.
370, pl. 1, figs 1–2.
Mater ia l :  Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, bore-
hole H–15: BP cf. 78.71.2., 78.86.2., 78.108.2., 78.113.1.,
78.198.1.
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Tetraclinis salicornioides (UNGER) 
KVAČEK
1950 Libocedrus salicornioides (UNGER) HEER; NOVÁK, p. 52, pl.
1, fig. 6, pl. 2, fig. 10.
1962 Libocedrus salicornioides (UNGER) HEER; RÁSKY, p. 31, pl. 2,
figs 4–6, pl. 5, fig. 7.
1979 Libocedrites salicornioides (UNGER) ENDLICHER; HABLY, p.
39, pl. 2, fig 1, pl. 3, figs 3–4, pl. 4, fig. 2.
2000 Tetraclinis salicornioides (UNGER) KVAČEK; HABLY &
MANCHESTER, p. 94.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, BP: 62.65.1., 62.66.1.,
62.68.1., Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, boreholes H:
BP 78.167.2., 78.173.3., 78.179.1., 78.189.2. 
Tetraclinis brachyodon (BRONGNIART) 
MAI & WALTHER
1822 Equisetum brachyodon BRONGNIART; BRONGNIART, p. 328,
pl. 16, fig. 3.
1985 Tetraclinis brachyodon (BRONGNIART) MAI & WALTHER; MAI
& WALTHER, p. 30 (non pl. 3, figs 17–19.
1998 Tetraclinis brachyodon (BRONGNIART) MAI & WALTHER;
KVAČEK & HABLY, p. 7, pl. 1, figs 3–5, text-fig. 1.
Mater ia l : Eger-Kiseged: BP 70.402.1., BP 97.130.1,
BP 97.131.1, BP 97.136.1.
Calocedrus suleticensis (BRABENEC) KVAČEK
1998 Calocedrus suleticensis (BRABENEC) KVAČEK; KVAČEK &
HABLY, p. 7, pl. 1, fig. 6, text-fig. 2.
Mater ia l : Eger-Kiseged: BP 97.186.1.
Laurophyllum acutimontanum MAI
1992a Laurophyllum acutimontanum MAI; HABLY, p. 371, pl. 4,
fig. 4.
1998 Laurophyllum acutimontanum MAI; KVAČEK & HABLY, p. 8,
pl. 2, figs 1–6, text-fig. 3.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, bore-
holes H–11, H–15: 78.2.1., 78.41.2., 78.109.1., Eger-Kis-
eged: BP 97.124.1., 97.125.1.
Laurophyllum hradekense KVAČEK & BŮžEK
1992a Laurophyllum kvačeki HABLY; HABLY, p. 371, pl. 2, figs 1–3.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda: BP. 2002.455.1., Buda-
pest, Kiscell–1 borehole: cf. BP 81.10.1. 
Laurophyllum kvacekii HABLY
1992a Laurophyllum kvačeki HABLY; HABLY, p. 372, pl. 3, figs 1–5,
pl. 4, figs 1–3.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, bore-
hole H–11: BP 78.309.1., 78.314.2., 78.344.4., Kiscell–1
borehole: 81.2.1., 2005.238.1.
Laurophyllum markvarticense KVAČEK
1992a Laurophyllum markvarticense KVAČEK; HABLY, p. 371, pl. 1,
fig. 4.
1998 Laurophyllum markvarticense KVAČEK; KVAČEK & HABLY,
p. 8, pl. 3, figs 1–3, 5, text-fig. 4.
Mater ia l :  Eger-Kiseged: BP 97.129.1., Budapest,
Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, borehole H–11: BP 78.2.1., Kis-
cell–1 borehole: BP 81.2.1., 81.8.2.
Laurophyllum medimontanum BŮžEK, 
HOLÝ & KVAČEK
1992a Laurophyllum medimontanum BŮžEK, HOLÝ & KVAČEK;
HABLY, p. 372, pl. 1, figs 5, 6.
Mater ia l :  Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, bore-
holes H–15, H–18: BP 78.109.1., 78.130.1., 78.314.2.
Platanus neptuni (ETTINGSHAUSEN) 
BŮžEK, HOLÝ & KVAČEK
1957 Cunonia oligocaenica ANDREÁNSZKY & NOVÁK; ANDREÁNSZKY
& NOVÁK, p. 47, pl. 2, fig. 5.
1964 Ulmus affinis MASSALONGO; ANDREÁNSZKY & CZIFFERY, p.
123, pl. 2, fig. 10, text-fig. 5.
1965a Cupanites neptuni (UNGER) SCHIMPER; ANDREÁNSZKY, p.
69, fig. 15, pl. 5, figs 5, 6.
1965a Elaeocarpus agriensis ANDREÁNSZKY; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 72
[partly], pl. 6, fig. 4.
1965b Cunonia oligocaenica ANDREÁNSZKY & NOVÁK; ANDREÁNSZKY,
p. 13, fig. 3.
1965b Cupanites neptuni (UNGER) SCHIMPER; ANDREÁNSZKY, p.
13, fig. 4.
1979 Platanus neptuni (ETTINGSHAUSEN) BŮžEK, HOLÝ & KVAČEK;
HABLY, pl. 8, figs 1–5, pl. 9, figs 1–3, 5, 6, pl. 10, figs 1–5, pl.
11, figs 1, 3, 4.
1980b Platanus neptuni (ETTINGSHAUSEN) BŮžEK, HOLÝ &
KVAČEK; HABLY, pp. 300–303, pl. 2, figs 3–9, pl. 3, figs 1–6,
pl. 4, figs 1–5, pl. 5, figs 1, 3, pl. 6, figs 1–4, pl. 8, figs 1–4, pl.
9, figs 1–4, pl. 10, figs 1–4.
1985a Platanus neptuni (ETTINGSHAUSEN) BŮžEK, HOLÝ &
KVAČEK; HABLY, p. 37, fig. 2. 
Mater ia l :  Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, bore-
holes H: BP 78.7.1., 78.15.1., 78.62.2., 78.67.2., 78.78.2.,
78.98.3., 78.112.2., 78.121.1., 78.124.2., 78.185.2., 78.195.2.,
78.202.1., 78.204.2., 78.205.2., Eger-Kiseged: BP 2002.74.1–
2002.79.1., 2004.278.1–2004.282.1., 2004.665.1., 2004.667.1–
2004.678.1., 2005.599.1–2005.601.1., 2006.28.1–2006.34.1.,
2010.29.1., 2010.49.1–2010.53.1., 2010.62.1., 2010.63.1.,
2014.61.1., 2014.191.1., 2015.81.1–2015.84.1. 
Sloanea olmediaefolia (UNGER) 
KVAČEK & HABLY
1956 Grewiopsis ellipticus ANDREÁNSZKY; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 226,
pl. 4, fig. 12, pl. 5, fig. 17.
1962 Sloaneaephyllum grambastii RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 34, pl. 3, fig. 1.
1962 Sloaneaephyllum obudaense RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 37, pl. 4, figs
2–3.
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1962 Sloaneaephyllum hungaricum RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 39, pl. 3,
fig. 2.
1962 Actinidiophyllum ovatum (MACGINITIE) RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p.
41, text-fig. 2.
?1962 Banara eocenica BERRY; RÁSKY, p. 43, pl. 5, figs 5–6.
1963 Grewiopsis ellipticus ANDREÁNSZKY; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 253,
pl. 3, figs 1, 2.
1964 Alnus antiquorum SAPORTA; ANDREÁNSZKY & CZIFFERY, p.
117, pl. 1, figs 1–2.
1964 Populus mutabilis HEER; ANDREÁNSZKY & CZIFFERY, p. 120,
pl. 1, figs 5–6.
1965a Elaeocarpus cf. ramiflorus MERR.; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 70, pl.
6, fig. 1.
1965 Macarangaephyllum palaeomonandrum RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p.
85, pl. 5, figs 15–16.
1965 Alchorneaephyllum grambastii (RÁSKY) RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p.
85, pl. 6, figs 19–20.
1966 Alchorneaephyllum grambastii (RÁSKY) RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p.
265, pl. 1, fig. 2.
1966 Alchorneaephyllum chandleri RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 264, pl. 1,
fig. 3.
1966 Baliospermophyllum kraueselii RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 266, pl. 2,
figs 4–5.
1967a Tetrastigmophyllum agriense ANDREÁNSZKY; ANDREÁNSZKY,
p. 38, pl. 3, figs 11–12, pl. 4, figs 15–16.
1995 Icaciniphyllum agriense (ANDREÁNSZKY) KVAČEK & BŮžEK;
KVAČEK & BŮžEK p. 136, pl. 5, figs 1–5, pl. 6, figs 15–16.
2001 Sloanea elliptica (ANDREÁNSZKY) KVAČEK, HABLY &
MANCHESTER; KVAČEK, HABLY & MANCHESTER, p. 117, pl. 2,
figs 1–5, pl. 3, figs 1–5, pl. 4, figs 1–5, pl. 6, figs 1–7.
2008 Sloanea olmediaefolia (UNGER) KVAČEK & HABLY; HABLY &
KVAČEK, p. 140, Fig. 1:1–5.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 60.1248.1., 62.71.1., 62.72.1=62.73.1., 62.74.1.,
62.76.1=62.77.1., 62.80.1., 62.81.1., 62.913.1., 62.914.1.,
62.915.1., 62.916.1=62.917.1., 62.918.1=62.919.1., 65.28.1=
65.29.1., 65.31.1., 67.900.1., 67.901.1., 69.484.2., 69.485.1,
69.493.1., 70.257.1., 70.264.1., 70.291.1., 97.199.2., 97.200.2.,
97.201.1., 97.202.1.; Budapest, Óbuda, Bohn brickyard:
60.1296.1.; Budapest, Óbuda, Bécsi Street: BP 97.203.2.,
97.204.1., 97.205.2.; Eger-Kiseged: BP 70.178.1., 70.179.1.,
70.183.1., 70.185.1., 70.186.1., 70.189.1., 70.191.1., 70.196.1.,
70.197.1., 70.198.1., 70.199.1., 70.201.1., 70.202.1., 70.204.1.,
70.205.1., 70.206.1., 70.209.1., 70.210.1., 70.211.1., 70.212.1.,
70.214.1., 70.215.1., 70.216.1., 70.217.1., 70.219.1., 70.250.1.,
70.283.1., 70.284.1., 70.285.1., 83.279.1. 
Sloanea eocenica (RÁSKY) KVAČEK, 
HABLY & MANCHESTER
1962 Sloaneaecarpum eocenicum RÁSKY, RÁSKY p. 34, pl. 2, figs
1–3. 
2001 Sloanea eocenica (RÁSKY) KVAČEK, HABLY & MANCHESTER;
KVAČEK, HABLY & MANCHESTER, p. 115, pl. 1, figs 1–5.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 62.64.1, 62.63.1, 63.978.1, 63.1004.1, 63.1014.1,
63.1016.1
Tetrapteris harpyiarum UNGER
1850a Tetrapterys harpyiarum UNGER ; UNGER, p. 46, pl. 29, fig. 8.
1850b Tetrapteris harpyiarum UNGER; UNGER, p. 455. 
1956 Tetrapteris harpyarum UNGER; RÁSKY, p. 173. pl. 28, figs
1–3. 
1959 Abelia sp.; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 16, pl. 2, fig. 10, pl. 4, fig. 16.
1962 Tetrapteris harpyarum UNGER; RÁSKY, p. 32, pl. 1, fig. 4. 
1965 Calyx quadripartitus ANDREÁNSZKY; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 16,
pl. 2, fig. 8. 
1979 Abelia cf. quadrialata REID & CHANDLER; HABLY, p. 39, pl. 9,
fig. 4.
1986 Abelia quadrialata REID & CHANDLER; HABLY, p. 35, pl. 1,
fig. 3, pl. 2, fig. 2.
2000 Tetrapteris harpyiarum UNGER; HABLY & MANCHESTER, p.
95, pl. 1, figs 2–9, pl. 2, fig. 1.
2000 Tetrapteris harpyiarum UNGER; HABLY, KVAČEK &
MANCHESTER, p. 65, pl. 3, fig. 5.
Mater ia l :  Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 56.3.1., 56.6.1–56.10.1., 56.16.1., 56.17.1., 56.20.1.,
56.22.1., 56.24.1., Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street,
boreholes H: BP 78.181.2., 78.149.2., Eger-Kiseged: BP
97.177.1.
Ziziphus zizyphoides (UNGER) WEYLAND
1956 Zizyphus zizyphoides (UNGER) WEYLAND; RÁSKY, p. 174, pl.
29, figs 1–3.
1979 Zizyphus zizyphoides (UNGER) WEYLAND; HABLY, pl. 6, figs
1, 4, pl. 7, figs 1, 2, pl. 8, figs 2, 3.
1986 Zizyphus zizyphoides (UNGER) WEYLAND; HABLY, p. 35, pl. 1,
fig. 2.
2000 Ziziphus zizyphoides (UNGER) WEYLAND; HABLY, KVAČEK &
MANCHESTER, p. 65, pl. 3, fig. 4.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, bore-




1943 Myrica lignitum (UNGER) SAPORTA; RÁSKY; p. 511, pl. 13, fig.
5.
1943 Quercus furcinervis (ROSSMÄSSLER) HEER; RÁSKY, p. 512, pl.
15, fig. 1.
1943 Quercus goepperti WEBER; RÁSKY, p. 514, pl. 15, fig. 2, pl.
16, figs 1, 2.
1963 Dryophyllum sp.; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 238, pl. 2, fig. 1, text-fig.
6.
1963 Castanopsis furcinervis (ROSSMÄSSLER) KRÄUSEL &
WEILAND; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 237.
1964 Quercus excelsior ANDREÁNSZKY & KOVÁCS; ANDREÁNSZKY,
p. 29, fig. 21.
1965a Castanopsis furcinervis (ROSSMÄSSLER) KRÄUSEL &
WEYLAND; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 10, pl. 1, fig. 5.
1978 Castanopsis furcinervis (ROSSMÄSSLER) KRÄUSEL &
WEYLAND; PÁLFALVY, p. 316, pl. 1, fig. 2.
1978 Dryophyllum sp.; PÁLFALVY, p. 318, pl. 2, fig. 2.
1979 Dryophyllum furcinerve (ROSSMÄSSLER) SCHMALHAUSEN;
HABLY, pl. 11, figs 2, 5, pl. 12, figs 1–4.
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2010 Eotrigonobalanus furcinervis (ROSSMÄSSLER) WALTHER &
KVAČEK; HABLY, p. 408, pl. 1, figs 8–11.
Mater ia l :  Budapest, Óbuda, Vörösvári Street, boreholes,
H: BP 78.32.2., 78.77.1., 78.172.2., 78.85.2., 78.215.1., 78.217.2.,
Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brickyard: BP 99.28.1.,
99.29.1., 99.31.1., 99.35.1., 99.37.1., 99.39.1., 99.41.1–99.44.1.,
99.61.1., 99.67.1., 2007.107.1–2007.214.1., Budapest, Óbuda: BP
2000.755.1., 756.1., 2002.203.1–2002.212.1., 2002.389.1–
2002.407.1., 2002.439.1–2002.444.1., 2003.82.1., 2003.276.1.,
2003.282., 2007.770.1–2007.773.1., 2007.782.1., 2007.783.1.,
2007.938.1., 2014.252.1., Budaújlak: BP 2004.197.1–
2004.199.1., 2004.856.1., 2004.858.1– 2004.861.1., 2004.863.1.,
2004.864.1., 2004.866.1., 2004.876.1., 2004.877.1., 2004.879.1.,
Budapest, Óbuda, Kiscell brickyard: BP 2007.752.1–
2007.761.1., 2007.804.1., 2007.805.1., Eger-Kiseged: BP





2010.859.1–2010.864.1., 2014.100.1., 2015.112.1., 2015.113.1.
Eotrigonobalanus andreanszkyi (MAI) 
KVAČEK & WALTHER
1998 Eotrigonobalanus andreánszkyi (MAI) KVAČEK & WALTHER;
KVAČEK & HABLY, p. 10, pl. 2, figs 7–9, pl. 4, fig. 9, text-fig. 6.
Mater ia l :  Eger-Kiseged: BP 67.271., 67.279.1.,
67.277.1., 67.278.1., 67.395.1., 67.400.1., 67.912.1.
Engelhardia orsbergensis (WESSEL & WEBER)
JÄHNICHEN, MAI & WALTHER
1957 Schinus oligocaenicum ANDREÁNSZKY & NOVÁK; ANDREÁNSZKY
& NOVÁK, p. 49, pl. 2, figs 6–7.
1963 Schinus oligocaenicum ANDREÁNSZKY & NOVÁK; ANDREÁNSZKY,
p. 246.
1998 Engelhardia orsbergensis (WESSEL & WEBER) JÄHNICHEN,
MAI & WALTHER; HABLY & FERNANDEZ MARRON, p. 72, pl. 3,
fig. 21.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 55.2130.1., 83.390.1–83.483.1., 84.116.1., 84.117.1.,
99.179.1., 2004.446.1., 2006.176.1–2006.178.1. Eger-Kis-
eged: BP 83.272.1., 2002.39.1–2002.50.1., 2003.253.1–
255.1., 2004.283.1–291.1., 2004.531.1., 2004.532.1., 2004.607.1–
2004.622.1., 2004.682.1., 2005.508.1., 2006.13.1– 2006.27.1.,
2014.95.1., 2015.72.1., 2015.73.1. 
Engelhardia macroptera (UNGER) 
BRONGNIART
1956 Engelhardtia brongniarti SAPORTA; RÁSKY, p. 169, pl. 27, fig. 1.
1963 Engelhardtia brongniarti SAPORTA; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 228,
pl. 1, fig. 4.
1964 Engelhardtia brongniarti SAPORTA; RÁSKY, p. 77, pl. 7, figs
5–7.
1965 Engelhardtia brongniarti SAPORTA; RÁSKY, pl. 7, figs 5–7.
1965 Engelhardtia brongniarti SAPORTA; RÁSKY, p. 86, pl. 4, fig.
11.
1978 Engelhardtia macroptera (BRONGNIART) ETTINGSHAUSEN;
PÁLFALVY, p. 314, pl. 2, fig. 3.
Material: Budapest, Óbuda, Bécsi Street: BP 2002.447.2.,
Budapest, Budaújlak: BP 2004.151.1., Eger-Kiseged: BP
2001.610.1., 2004.624.1., 2004.625.1–2004.628.1., 2005.533.1.,
2005.534.1., 2010.54.1., 2010.55.1., 2010.57.1.
Ailanthus tardensis HABLY
1938 Ailanthus confucii UNGER; WEYLAND, p. 100, pl. 12, fig. 14,
text-fig. 40.
1956 Ailanthus confucii UNGER; RÁSKY, p. 172., pl. 27, figs 2, 3. 
2001 Ailanthus tardensis HABLY; HABLY, p. 210, pl. 3, figs 1–7.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 55.1738.1–55.1744.1., 55.1748.1–55.1750.1.,
55.2002.1., BP 55.2003.1., BP 55.2005.1–55.2007.1.,
55.2009.1–55.2027.1., 55.2029.1–55.2036.1., 55.2040.1–
55.2044.1., 55.2046.1–55.2048.1., 55.2050.1–55.2052.1.,
55.2054.1., 55.2057.1., 55.2058.1., 55.2060.1., 55.2062.1–
55.2064.1., 55.2067.1., 55.2068.1., 55.2070.1., 55.2072.1.,
55.2074.1., 55.2076.1–55.2080.1., 55.2082.1–55.2089.1.,
55.2092.1–55.2098.1., 55.2100.1–55.2106.1., 55.2108.1–
55.2120.1., 56.89.1., 56.90.1., 62.93.1., 2000.191.1–
2000.198.1.
Craigia bronnii (UNGER) KVAČEK, 
BŮžEK & MANCHESTER
1845 Ulmus bronnii UNGER; UNGER, p. 79, pro parte, pl. 25, figs
2–4 (not fig.1)
1964 Ulmus- Früchte; ANDREÁNSZKY & CZIFFERY, p. 125.
1991 Craigia bronnii (UNGER) KVAČEK, BŮžEK & MANCHESTER;
KVAČEK, BŮžEK & MANCHESTER, p. 522.
1998 Craigia bronnii (UNGER) KVAČEK, BŮžEK & MANCHESTER;
KVAČEK & HABLY, p. 10, pl. 5, figs 7–9.
Mater ia l : Eger-Kiseged: BP 67.347.1.–67.354.1.
Cedrelospermum aquense (SAPORTA) SAPORTA
1956 Embothrites borealis UNGER; RÁSKY, p. 174, pl. 28. figs 4–8.
1963 Embothrites sp.; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 230, text-fig. 2.
1978 “Embothrites” borealis UNGER; PÁLFALVY, p. 313, non fig.
1998 Cedrelospermum sp.; KVAČEK & HABLY, p. 11, pl. 4, fig. 8.
2002 Cedrelospermum aquense (SAPORTA) SAPORTA; HABLY &
THIÉBAUT, p. 80, pl. 5, figs 1–6.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 56.32.1., 56.33.1., 56.34.1., 56.35.1., 56.36.1.,
56.37.1., 56.38.1., 56.39.1., 56.40.1., 56.41.1., 56.42.1.,
56.43.1., 56.44.1., 56.45.1., 56.46.1., 56.47.1., 56.48.1.,
56.49.1=56.50.1., 56.51.1., 56.52.1., 56.54.1., 56.55.1.,
56.56.1., 56.57.1=56.58.1., 56.59.1., cf. 56.60.1., 56.61.1.,
56.62.1., 56.63.1., 56.64.1., 56.65.1., 56.66.1. Budapest,
Óbuda, Bécsi Street: 99.148.1., 99.176.2. Eger-Kiseged:
67.795.1., 67.841.1., 67.844.1., 67.819.1.
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Cedrelospermum flichei (SAPORTA) 
HABLY & THIÉBAUT
1891 Hemiptelea flichei SAPORTA, SAPORTA, pp.74–75, pl. 20, fig. 5.
1891 Microptelea reperta SAPORTA, SAPORTA, p. 74, pl. 17, fig. 2.
1998 Cedrelospermum sp., KVAČEK & HABLY, p. 11, pl. 4, fig. 7.
2002 Cedrelospermum flichei (SAPORTA) HABLY & THIÉBAUT;
HABLY & THIÉBAUT, p. 82, pl. 7, figs 1, 2.
Mater ia l :  Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 99.156.2., 99.157.2., 99.187.1., 99.188.1., 99.189.1.,
Eger-Kiseged: BP 71.254.1., 2015.105.1.
Acherniaephyllum hydrarchos (UNGER) 
HABLY
1850a Ficus hydrarchos UNGER; UNGER, p. 165 (35), 33 (12): 2.
1960 Acherniaephyllum kraeuseli RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 427, 1: 2, 3.
1960 Passifloriaephyllum kraeuseli RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 433, 4:16.
2010 Acherniaephyllum hydrarchos (UNGER) HABLY; HABLY, p.
410, pl. 5, figs 6–8.
Mater ia l :  Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 60.33.1., 60.34.2=60.35.1., 60.36.1=60.37.1.,
60.38.1., 2006. 131.2., 2007.216.2., 2007.217.2., 2007.575.2.,
2007.576.1., 2007.577.1., 2007.578.1., 2007.579.1., 2007.580.1.,
2007.581.2., 2007.582.1., 2007.583.1., 2007.584.1., 2007.585.1.;
Eger-Kiseged: BP 83.296.1., 2007.570.2., BP 2007.571.1.,
2007.572.1., 2007.573.2., 2007.574.1.
Raskya vetusta (ETTINGSHAUSEN) 
MANCHESTER & HABLY
1880 Tetrapteris vetusta (ETTINGSHAUSEN) SEIBER; SEIBER, p. 19,
pl. 4, figs 29–30.
1926 Abelia quadrialata E. M. REID & CHANDLER; E. M. REID &
CHANDLER, p. 133, pl. 8, figs 29–31, text-fig. 11.
1959 Abelia sp.; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 16, pl. 2, fig. 11, pl. 3, figs 13,
14, pl. 4, fig. 17, text-fig. 8.
1960 Abelia quadrialata E. M. REID & CHANDLER; RÁSKY, p. 435,
pl. 1, fig. 1.
1963 Abelia sp.; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 250, pl. 3, fig. 5.
1997 Raskya vetusta (ETTINGSHAUSEN) MANCHESTER & HABLY;
MANCHESTER & HABLY, p. 236, pl. 1, figs 1–5, pl. 2, figs 1–9,
text-fig. 1.
2000 Raskya vetusta (ETTINGSHAUSEN) MANCHESTER & HABLY;
HABLY, KVAČEK & MANCHESTER, p. 65, pl. 3, figs 7–8.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda: BP 62.1.1., 78.306.2.,
78.312.4., 81.18.2., 2001.376.1., 2002.435.2., 2004.449.1.,
2005.620.1., 2005.621.1., Eger-Kiseged: BP 2001.255.1.,
2002.82.1., 2004.746.1., 2004.747.1., 2005.612.2., 2006.182.2.,
2006.183.1–2006.186.1.
Kydia kraeuselii (RÁSKY) 
HABLY
1943 Ficus kräuseli RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 516, pl. 17, fig.1.
1943 Cercis parvifolia LESQUEREUX; RÁSKY, p. 527, pl. 24, fig. 1.
1943 Cercis hungarica RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 528, pl. 24, figs 2, 4.
1943 Cercis spokanensis KNOWLTON; RÁSKY, p. 529, pl. 24, fig. 3.
1956 Kydia palaeocalycina RÁSKY; RÁSKY, p. 176, pl. 31, figs 1, 2.
1966 Ficus latsonoides ANDREÁNSZKY; ANDREÁNSZKY, p. 79, figs
71, 72.
2010 Kydia kräuseli (RÁSKY) HABLY, HABLY, p. 412, pl. 4, figs 1, 5, 7.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP: 56.138.1= 56.139.1. (Holotype of Kydia palaeo-
calycina RÁSKY with counterpart), 56.140.1., 56.141.1.,
56.142.1., 56.143.1., 56.143.1., 60.31.1., 60.32.1., 63.1052.1.,
63.1054.1., 64.414.1=64.415.1. (counterpart), 2004.440.1.,
2004.439.1., 2004.448.1., 2006.96.2., 2006.97.2., 2006.98.2.,
2006.99.1., 2006.100.2., 2006.101.1., 2006.102.2., 2006.103.2.,
2006.104.1., 2006.105.1., 2006.106.1., 2006.107.2., 2006.108.1.,
2006.109.1., 2006.110.1., 2006.111.1., 2006.112.1., 2006.113.1.,
2006.114.1., 2006.115.2., 2006.116.1., 2006.117.2., 2006.118.2.,
2006. 119.1., 2006.120.1., 2006.121.2., 2006.122.1., 2006.123.1.,
2006.124.1., 2006.125.1., 2006.16.2., 2006.127.2., 2006.128.1.,
2006.129.1. Budapest, Óbuda, Csillaghegy brickyard: BP:
61.22.1., 61.23.1., 61.24.1. (Holotype of Cercis hungarica
RÁSKY), Budapest, Óbuda, Szépvölgy brickyard: BP:
61.16.1=61.17.1., (Holotype of Ficus kräuseli RÁSKY with
counterpart).
Apocynospermum sp.
2000 Apocynospermum sp.; HABLY, KVAČEK & MANCHESTER, p.
65, pl. 3, fig. 9.
Mater ia l : Budapest, Óbuda, Nagybátony-Újlak brick-
yard: BP 63.1039.1.
Composition of the flora based on recent
taxonomical revisions
The early Oligocene flora of Hungary is a quite rich
assemblage comprising a high diversity of “palaeotropical”
flora elements. Pteridophytes, gymnosperms and angio-
sperms are all well represented in the flora. The former is
relatively diverse with numerous genera, i.e. Acrostichum
aureum L., Antrophytes egedensis ANDREÁNSZKY, Aspidites
sp., Blechnum dentatum (GÖPPERT) AL. BRAUN, Lygodium
gaudinii HEER, Osmunda leganyii ANDREÁNSZKY, Osmun-
da lignitum (GIEBEL) STUR, Pteris budensis ANDREÁNSZKY,
Rhipidopteris palaeopeltata ANDREÁNSZKY.
The diversity of gymnosperms is also noteworthy with
high abundance of some species such as Tetraclinis
salicornioides (UNGER) KVAČEK and Doliostrobus taxifor-
mis (STERNBERG) KVAČEK var. hungaricus (RÁSKY), KVAČEK
& HABLY. Other characteristic elements are Pinus tuzsonii
NOVÁK and Pinus palaeostrobus ETTINGSHAUSEN. Cuticular
studies were inevitable to identify the species, Chamae-
cyparites hardtii (GÖPPERT) ENDLICHER, with certainty
(HABLY 1992a) since its macromorphological traits are
shared by the twigs of Doliostrobus. The first fossils of the
modern cycad genus Ceratozamia were proved from the
early Oligocene of Hungary (KVAČEK 2002a), which
indicates a neotropical affinity of the fossil flora. The
modern genus is confined to the southernmost part of North
America (Mexico) and Central America.
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Among angiosperms members of Lauraceae were
significant with various species of Daphnogene and
Laurophyllum. The identification of species of the latter, L.
medimontanum BŮžEK, HOLÝ & KVAČEK, L. hradekense
KVAČEK & BŮžEK, and a new species, L. kvacekii HABLY,
was based on cuticular examinations therefore these species
could be proved only based on the better preserved
specimens from the H– boreholes (Budapest). Recent
studies showed that specimens from the Eger-Kiseged flora
are occasionally preserved with fragments of the cuticle,
thus two additional Laurophyllum species, L. acutimon-
tanum MAI and L. markvarticense KVAČEK, could be
identified, both from the H– boreholes in Budapest and
Eger-Kiseged.
A significant fagaceous species predominate the flora in
nearly all the localities is Eotrigonobalanus furcinervis,
which possesses leaves showing quite variable morpho-
logical traits, i.e. many transitional forms have been
documented between the broad leaved and the elongate-
lanceolate forms. The fruits of this species were recorded for
the first time from Eger-Kiseged (KVAČEK & HABLY 1998).
The specimen from Eger-Kiseged is the most complete one
collected so far, some intact fruits attached to twigs are well
observable. One of the most characteristic elements of the
Tard Clay flora, Ziziphus zizyphoides is abundant in each
locality, and its northernmost occurrence is proved from
here. The leaves and fruits of Engelhardia, E. orsbergensis
and E. macroptera, show varying frequency, they are
dominant, accessory or absent in the localities. The oc-
currence of Hooleya hermis (UNGER) E. M. REID &
CHANDLER and Ailanthus tardensis is noteworthy in the
flora of Budaújlak (HABLY 2001), these species are absent
from the other localities. A winged fruit, Tetrapteris
harpyiarum (HABLY & MANCHESTER 2000) is presumably
an endemic element since it has exclusively been recorded
from the localities of the Tard Clay Formation and from
stratigraphically related sediments in Slovenia. A relatively
high number of specimens (~50) of another winged fruit,
Raskya vetusta (MANCHESTER & HABLY 1997), having
unknown affinity, was recorded from Eger-Kiseged and the
Nagybátony-Újlak brickyard in Óbuda. In addition to the
Hungarian record the extinct Raskya genus has so far been
described from the Eocene floras of Bembridge (England)
and Kučlín (Czech Republic) (MANCHESTER & HABLY
1997). A species of Ailanthus, A. tardensis was described
from the Nagybátony-Újlak brickyard in Óbuda and
published along with a discussion on characters distin-
guishing it from A. confucii UNGER, which is typical in the
early Miocene floras of Hungary (Mecsek Mts) (HABLY
2001). Ailanthus has not been documented in Eger-Kiseged.
A higher number of leaves of Platanus neptuni
(ETTINGSHAUSEN) BŮžEK, HOLÝ & KVAČEK were collected
from the H– boreholes than from Eger-Kiseged, however the
species is not a dominant element of the floras. Although,
species of Platanus are usually listed among “arctotertiary”
elements, P. neptuni is rather an ancient, thermophilous,
“palaeotropical” species. The Leguminosae fossils which
may represent arboreal taxa are noteworthy elements of the
floras in all the localities. Numerous leaflets of legume
genera, such as Dalbergia bella HEER, were found both in
Eger-Kiseged and Budapest; however a closer identification
would be uncertain due to the absence of cuticular details.
Legume pods occurring first of all in Eger-Kiseged serve as
clear evidence of Leguminosae. These are the earliest
evidence of the group from the Hungarian Cenozoic and
remains became more numerous during the late Oligocene.
One of the dominant and most characteristic elements of
the flora is Sloanea olmediaefolia (KVAČEK et al. 2001). The
fossil occurrence of the modern Sloanea genus was
documented in the fossil record for the first time. Since then
the genus has been found in many other European, mainly
Oligocene floras (HABLY 2007, HABLY et al. 2007, HABLY &
KVAČEK 2008, ERDEI & RÁKOSI 2009). It is noteworthy that
ANDREÁNSZKY & CZIFFERY (1964) evaluated some species
as „microtherm” elements, for instance Alnus antiquorum
and Populus mutabilis, which were later proven to belong to
Sloanea olmediaefolia. Many specimens of other species
indicated as “arctotertiary” elements by ANDREÁNSZKY and
CZIFFERY (1964) are poorly preserved and unidentifiable
remains. Others, for instance Ulmus minuta (p. 122, text-fig.
4.) and Ulmus affinis (p. 123, text-fig. 5.) belong to the
genus Quercus and to the species Platanus neptuni,
respectively. Another example is some fruits initially
documented as Ulmus (ANDREÁNSZKY & CZIFFERY 1964)
which later were revisited and assigned to Craigia bronnii
(KVAČEK & HABLY 1998).
Floristic comparison of the floras from 
Óbuda and Eger-Kiseged
Although the species composition of the individual
floras of the Tard Clay Formation is basically similar, some
differences between the Eger-Kiseged and Budapest area
are clearly observable. The flora of Eger-Kiseged may be
regarded as a small-leaved flora since species, even those
shared by the two areas, possess leaves of smaller size. The
most typical species of the Tard Clay, i.e. Ziziphus
zizyphoides, Eotrigonobalanus furcinervis, Engelhardia
orsbergensis, Sloanea olmediaefolia have leaves in Eger-
Kiseged that are smaller, mainly narrower with a couple of
centimetres on the average than leaves of the same taxa in
Óbuda (Budapest). Morphometric analyses evaluated the
size difference of the leaves between the two areas as
significant (TAMÁS & HABLY 2005). Studies applied on
leaves of modern plants show that comparable morpho-
metric difference may be attributable to drier climatic
conditions in Kiseged than in Óbuda. Nevertheless, the
Kiseged and Óbuda areas were situated in lower latitudes
during the Oligocene than their current geographic co-
ordinates and even their relative geographic position was
different from the modern one (CSONTOS et al. 1992,
CSONTOS 1995). As a summary, the morphometric analyses
carried out on a couple of species suggest climatic
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difference between the Kiseged and Óbuda areas (TAMÁS &
HABLY 2009, ERDEI et al. 2012). Species composition, at the
same time, is quite similar with only a couple of distinctive
species, e.g. Ailanthus tardensis and Hooleya hermis
occasionally abundant in Óbuda, but missing from Eger-
Kiseged.
Floristic change at the turn of the early and late
Oligocene in the Paratethys area
The floristic turn during the Oligocene was one of the
most robust floristic changes of the Paleogene.
The flora appearing in the late Oligocene was attributed
to the general spread of “arctotertiary” elements induced by
the deterioration of climate, mainly by the decrease of mean
annual temperatures. However, our current knowledge
suggests other factors playing important role in the floral de-
velopment of the Oligocene.
As regards the occurrence of species some trends are
clearly observable. Many species are not found in the late
Oligocene floras, these presumably did not survive. The
most significant taxa are Eotrigonobalanus furcinervis,
Ziziphus zizyphoides, Raskya vetusta, Tetrapteris har-
pyiarum, Hooleya hermis, Ailanthus tardensis, Dolio-
strobus taxiformis var. hungaricus, many fern species and
other accessory elements (Chamaecyparites hardtii,
Laurophyllum spp., etc.) (HABLY 1985b, ERDEI & HABLY
2010). Some species survived and were present in the late
Oligocene but they became less significant or their
importance remained unchanged. A good example is
Tetraclinis salicornioides, which occurs sporadically in the
late Oligocene floras but later, in the early Miocene flora
and vegetation (Ipolytarnóc) it plays an important role
again. Another species, Sassafras tenuilobatum is rare in
both the early and late Oligocene floras.
There are four plant groups that gained higher im-
portance during the late Oligocene. One of these is the
Lauraceae family, which, although, played already an im-
portant role in the early Oligocene floras, became dominant
with its increased species and specimen numbers in the late
Oligocene (Egerian) floras.
Another species with increasing importance is Platanus
neptuni, which was already a member of early Oligocene
floras, though with low number of specimens but in the late
Oligocene became dominant in nearly all the localities. A
characteristic species, Engelhardia orsbergensis was a
dominant element of some early Oligocene floras, e.g.
Budaújlak, however it became a typical element of the late
Oligocene and even the early Miocene floras, e.g. Ipoly-
tarnóc (HABLY 1985a), where, accompanied by Platanus
neptuni it predominates the fossil assemblage. The fourth
group displaying increasing importance through the late
Oligocene is the arboreal Leguminosae. Some of these were
members of the Tard Clay floras but others appeared in the
Egerian floras. Nevertheless, the first main flourish of the
group took place in the late Oligocene (HABLY 1992b). The
group of plants appearing in the late Oligocene comprises
many taxa, such as Platanus neptuni forma fraxinifolia,
Ulmus pyramidalis, Rosa sp., Trigonobalanopsis rham-
noides (ROSSMÄSSLER) KVAČEK & WALTHER, Acer div. sp.,
“Rhamnus” warthae, Betula div. sp., Alnus div. sp. etc.
Apparently, the floristic change was much more com-
plex than just the appearance of “arctotertiary” elements.
Some of the “palaeotropical” elements gain also higher
importance or appear as late as the late Oligocene in the
Palaeogene basin area. The “reorganization” of the flora and
vegetation cannot be fully explained by the deterioration of
climate. Some geological events must have taken place that
had an impact on the terrestrial flora and vegetation by
means of changing their habitat and climatic environment.
The early Oligocene terrestrial climate and
palaeoecology based on the fossil plant record
Since climate and environment determine and limit the
distribution of plants, the systematic, morphometric and
various other palaeoecological analyses of terrestrial plants
help us to estimate palaeoclimate and its variables. The
systematics-based Coexistence Approach (CA) method
(MOSBRUGGER & UTESCHER 1997) was applied to the fossil
floras in order to obtain quantitative palaeoclimate data. The
method follows the nearest living relative concept. Based on
the climatic requirements of the nearest living relatives of
the fossil plant taxa it calculates ‘coexistence intervals’ for
various climate parameters. The mean annual temperature
(MAT), mean temperature of the warmest (WMT) and
coldest (CMT) months, and mean annual precipitation
(MAP) were calculated based on the floras from Budapest
and Eger-Kiseged resulting in the following values: MAT —
15.6–22 °C; CMT —7.7–19.8 °C; WMT —24.7–28.2 °C;
MAP —1194–1520 mm (ERDEI et al. 2007, 2012). The
values prove a much warmer climate compared to the
current conditions. The difference is even more pronounced
when considering the early Oligocene values of CMT well
above freezing conditions. The climate analysis of late
Oligocene (Egerian) macrofloras of Hungary (ERDEI &
BRUCH 2004) indicated lower mean annual and cold month
temperatures (9.3–20.5 °C / –3.3–13.3 °C) compared to the
early Oligocene climate data suggesting a cooling of
climate.
The morphometric analysis of leaves belonging to taxa
from the Hungarian as well as Italian and Slovenian early
Oligocene floras showed a significant morphological
difference of the Eger-Kiseged flora suggesting different
climatic (lower humidity) conditions of the latter (ERDEI et
al. 2012). 
Palaeoatmospheric CO2 level calculations adopting the
method by KONRAD et al. (2008) on Sloanea leaves from the
Hungarian and Slovenian early Oligocene sites resulted in
(overlapping) values between 503–839 ppm during NP23
(ERDEI et al. 2012), which shows an overlap with results
obtained from other proxy data (BERNER & KOTHAVALA
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2001, ROTHMAN 2002, PAGANI et al. 2005). The obtained
values in the early Oligocene are higher than the pre-
industrial value but much lower than values usually
calculated for the Eocene with maximum values of 2000
ppm or more in several proxy data sets (PEARSON & PALMER
2000, PAGANI et al. 2005).
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